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Super Food for Super Health More than ever, more people are paying attention to what they eat.

Research from around the world has defined a new category of food. Food that does more than just get

rid of our hunger. These new foods, deemed SuperFoods, have been found to help us think more clearly,

reduce our risk of many diseases, aid in natural weight loss, and even reverse the signs of aging. This

report gives you an overview of what Superfoods are and what they can do for you. You'll find out why the

old wives tale "An apple a day keeps the doctor away," has been verified to be true. Thought to be a

caloric sin and a mouth watering indulgence, chocolate has now been found to do more for you than just

titillate your taste buds. Pumpkins are good for more than just decorating your doorstep at Halloween.

They're chocked full of all kinds of nutrients, in addition to pumpkins seeds. Some foods can reduce your

risk of: breast and prostate cancer cardiovascular disease respiratory disease brain disorders such as

Alzheimers several other forms of cancer including lung, cervical and pancreatic cancer stroke Some

foods can even reverse some ailments such as: aging memory loss poor digestion hypertension diabetes

tooth decay high cholesterol All in all, there are two dozen foods that promote your overall good health,

examined in this report. You may be surprised by some of the items that are good for you The price is

now ONLY $2.49! Tags: super foods
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